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The migration of legal proceedings to 
remote amid the pandemic has 
accelerated firms’ and clients’ use and 
acceptance of digital tools to deliver 
timely, accurate transcripts.



Deep-dive into: 

How the reporter’s toolbox has evolved

How to harness technologies for efficiency

Unique benefits of technologies now available, such as



● High costs

● High barriers to entry - years of training

● Requires time, scheduling and prep work

● Availabilities and cancellations of real-time reporters

● Inability to scale

● No immediate rough drafts

Traditional Real-Time Reporting vs.
Automatic Speech Recognition

 Traditional reporting 
challenges:



 Continued trend of even greater accuracy make live 
tools more viable options
 

ASR & Its Capabilities Only Continue to Improve

 ASR for real-time reporting improves with each use

AI and machine learning only continue to improve in their 
capabilities and accuracy



Myths about ASR and transcription fuel confusion
● ASR will replace people → in reality, ASR assists people

● ASR does not operate on its own → human transcribers stay involved for accuracy

AI-based transcripts open a new world of use cases
● AI is always available  - no personnel shortages, scheduling and scale issues

● More analytics available to users, including lawyers

● Live on-the-spot tools with the ability to quickly reference, search, playback + readback

● Speaker identification and decreased time to generate 1st draft

Dispelling Myths on ASR-Based Transcription



● Easy for court reporters to learn and use

● Proactive information for lawyers to use live during a deposition 

● Searchable text for historical data

● The ability to highlight key areas and take notes within transcripts

● Options to conduct data analysis  - auto summary, lawyer statistics

The Current & Future Capabilities of 
AI-Based Transcripts

 The future of AI transcription 
& digital tools are bright, and 
the use cases for live 
depositions are exciting:



Verbit’s Live Deposition Solution



Verbit’s Legal Solutions



Verbit’s Live Deposition Solution

Search, comment & prepare 
during depos themselves



? Any Questions



Thank You.
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